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Stop bad crawlspace air. It accumulates moisture
and mold, including insects and rodents. You
wouldn't sleep there, so stop the crawlspace air
from coming up to you.

QUICKSTART GUIDE: CRAWLSPACES

You can stop bad crawlspace air from entering
your home. While each step by itself will result in
significant improvement, completion of all three,
in the order listed below, will provide
maximum benefit.
1. Seal the dirt floor of the crawl space by
installing a true moisture barrier to stop soil
gases

and

moisture

from

polluting

the

crawlspace air.
2. Air seal between the crawlspace and the living
space to stop the crawlspace air from flowing
into your living space.
3. Add active or mechanical filtered ventilation to
your crawlspace to ensure that the air is the best
it can possibly be. (optional, but recommended)
WARNING:
You

may

encounter

mold,

pests,

years

of

accumulated pesticides, dirt, dust, standing water
and more when you enter your crawlspace. Be
prepared when you go in with at least a face mask
(rated N95 or better) to limit your exposure and
resulting health effects.

IMPLEMENTATION
MANUAL
TIP!
Crawlspaces are best addressed by a qualified
professional willing to follow the Hayward Score
Crawlspace

Implementation

Manual.

If

you

choose to do it yourself closely follow the manual,
observe all precautions, and don’t skip steps!

MATERIAL LIST
SAFETY FIRST
• Personal Protection
Equipment (PPE)
• Breathing mask with a minimum N-95 rating for
particulates. (N-100 is ideal).
• Respirator (to protect from VOCs) is
recommended if you are chemically sensitive
• Protective clothing (Tyvek or equivalent)
• Safety glasses
• Moisture blocking gloves
• If you are planning to do work in your
crawlspace, add: - Ventilation equipment (to
provide negative air)
FOR PREP STEPS
• Moisture probe for soil
• Moisture meter for structure
• Flashlight
• Plastic wrap or clean storage containers (to
hold any contents removed from crawlspace)
• Wizard Stick, Dragon Puffer, or similar
non-flamable indicator smoke to identify air
pathways,
FOR INSTALLATION
• Air flow control equipment for negative
pressure in crawlspace. Containment material for
partial crawlspaces.
• Soil barrier with an ASTM permeability rating
less than 1 and is tear/puncture resistant.
• Choose one with a material/thickness sufficient
to prevent tears and punctures.
• “U-channel” or equivalent
• Equipment to ramset the support nails to install
the U-channel.
• Water leak sensors

OVERVIEW
This manual is designed to help you address the
issues in your crawlspace by preventing the dust,
mold, soil gasses, odors, and other contaminants
from circulating out of the crawlspace and into
the living space. This will improve the air quality
inside your home and increase your
Hayward Score.
Many of these actions and their combinations are
new, even to contractors, because they have been
trained to comply with local building codes and
general industry standards, not these higher
standards which include the impact of the house
on the people who live in them.
Our methodology encompasses building science
and academic research, in combination with
extensive practical experience of what works and
what doesn't work. It exceeds most industry
standards, and dramatically reduces crawlspace
air from entering your living spaces. It is critically
mportant that the steps be completed as
specified and in the order listed.
STEP 1: PROTECT
STEP 2: PREPARE
STEP 3: INSPECT
STEP 4: REPAIR
STEP 5: AIR SEAL BETWEEN
CRAWLSPACE AND LIVING SPACE
STEP 6: SEAL THE DIRT FLOOR
STEP 7: ADD MECHANICAL VENTILATION
STEP 8: VERIFY SUCCESS

STEP 1:

PROTECT

Chances are you don’t know what is in your
crawlspace. So before you venture under the
house, make sure you are protected!
FOR ANY INSPECTION AND WHEN WORKING
IN THE CRAWLSPACE:
Protect

yourself

with

Personal

Protection

Equipment
• Breathing mask with a minimum N-95 rating
for particulates. N-100 is ideal.
• Respirator for VOCs is recommended if you are
chemically sensitive
• Protective clothing (Tyvek preferred)
• Safety glasses
• Moisture blocking gloves
• Knee pads
Working in the crawlspace disturbs everything dust, mold, soil gasses, pesticides, etc. That can
get into your living spaces making occupants
sick and depositing a layer of dust and dirt.
PROTECT THE AIR IN THE HOUSE ABOVE THE
CRAWLSPACE WITH:
Containment and air flow control equipment.
You want to establish airflow control in the
crawlspace, using a HEPA filtered negative air
machine properly sized for the space, all but one
vent blocked, with the filtered output exhausted
to the outside through a vent. If you DIY, you
may be able rent one from a mold or asbestos
remediation

contractor.

Otherwise,

the

professional should have the proper equipment
and the experience to use it correctly.

STEP 2:

PREPARE

In order to make an accurate assessment of
what needs to be done to improve your
crawlspace, you need to be able to see it –
all of it!
REMOVE STORED CONTENTS
CONTENTS LIKE LUGGAGE, SEASONAL
DECOR, BOOKS, PAPERS, OR PHOTOS CAN
BECOME CONTAMINATED BY
THE CRAWLSPACE.
• If the only opening to the crawlspace is inside
the house:
Don’t bring items or debris directly from the
crawlspace into the house or attached garage.
Create a clean pathway using plastic on the floor
to create “walls” of a “tunnel” to transport the
contents outside, into the garage or other
non-living space.
• If the opening to the crawlspace is outside
the house:
Contents and debris can be removed directly to
the outdoors. But don’t bring contents back into
the house until they have been cleaned.
NOTE
Small particulates can get into your hair, nostrils,
and clothes! To prevent exposure and spreading
contaminants through the house:
• Take a shower
• Wash clothes
immediately after coming out of the crawlspace.

STEP 3:

INSPECT

Now that your crawlspace is empty and you can
see into all the nooks and crannies, it is time to
do a thorough inspection focusing on 6 key
things:

Moisture,

Insulation,

Air

Pathways,

Structural Damage, Visible Mold Growth, and
Ventilation.

This

assessment

is

critical

in

determining a work plan specific to your crawl
space so we’ve provided a lot of detail to
help you.
MOISTURE
To assess how wet your crawlspaces is you need
to test the soil and the wood structures and
locate areas of condensation and
water penetration.
SOIL
Wet soil adds moisture to the crawl space. Even
if you can’t see visible wet spots or puddles, soil
can still be wet just below the surface (kind of
like a juicy apple pie under a dry crust).
HOW TO:
Using a soil moisture probe (for potted plants)
check several locations looking for hidden areas
of moisture.
Using a soil moisture probe (for potted plants)
check several locations looking for hidden areas
of moisture.
WOOD
Water stains and mold are signs of moisture, but
even if those things aren’t visible, wood may
have high moisture content (>20%). Your goal is
not only to find the obvious wet areas but also
the hidden damp spaces. Long-term leads can
spread over larger areas that you might think. It
is important to use a moisture meter to identify
the boundaries of damp materials - this is called
moisture mapping.
HOW TO:
Using a moisture meter, check the different
wood surfaces in your crawl space.
—Moisture meters with pads are a bit easier to
use than those with pins, but both take a l
ittle practice.
—Practice with it on areas inside the house that
you know are dry and areas you know are wet so
you can compare the readings and the behavior
of the meter.
—Practice placing the meter on metal objects to
see how it responds to objects other than water.
By becoming familiar with the straight lines of
readings from electrical wiring in a wall or metal
reinforcements on wall corners, you can learn to
compare those patterns to the irregular outline
of damp areas.

AREAS OF WATER PENETRATION
AND CONDENSATION
Visual observation and careful moisture meter
readings can identify the starting water source
and the full extent of where the water flowed.
HOW TO:
• Look for visible water stains, puddles, and
areas of suspect visible mold. You may even
notice active leaks if you are under the house
when it is raining.
• Identify for dampness that is not visible by
using the moisture meter and soil probe.
INSULATION
Most crawl spaces have some form of insulation.
You want to inspect the condition of the
insulation and if it has been installed correctly
(you’d be surprised at how much isn’t!)
NOTE:
Fiberglass insulation has two sides: 1) the
"unfaced" side is usually pink, yellow or brown
and 2) the "moisture barrier" side has a paper or
foil top layer.
HOW TO:
• Check the ceiling and side wall insulation to
see if it looks dirty or discolored.
• Note any areas where the insulation is not flush
with a surface (i.e, falling, hanging down)
• Check if ceiling or sill plate insulation is present
and is correctly installed. The side with the
moisture barrier should be against the structure,
in cold climates the un-faced side should be
exposed to the crawlspace.
• If the insulation is not properly installed, or is
coming away from the surface in any way,
inspect the structure above or behind for
moisture content, wood rot, or suspect visible
mold growth.
• If the insulation is not properly installed, or is
coming away from the surface in any way,
inspect the structure above or behind for
moisture content, wood rot, or suspect visible
mold growth.
AIR PATHWAYS
Houses are not built airtight. This means there
are small pathways through which air moves
between different sections of a house, like from
crawlspaces and basements to inside the house
where you breathe. If you want to keep
crawlspace air (and odors) out, you need know
how it is getting in.
HOW TO:
• Note odors in the crawlspace that are similar to
odors in the living space.
• Use an inexpensive tool that releases safe
"indicator smoke" that will reveal the direction of
air flow.
• Check especially the areas around doorways or
hatches into the crawlspace, cutouts for vents to
the outside or for a forced air system, and ducts.
If you have partial basement with a crawlspace,
check the opening between them.
• If the forced air system is in the crawlspace,
then refer to the Hayward Score Forced Air
Manual to determine correct action to stop
crawlspace air from circulating to the breathing
zone upstairs via the ducts.
NOTE:
You may need a professional to conduct
pressure measurements and find all the air
pathways so you can understand air flows in
your home.

MOLD GROWTH AND ROTTED WOOD
Mold and dampness in crawlspaces contribute
to health effects in occupants and structural
damage to joists and other support structures
which can lead to collapsing floors and other
expensive problems. Leaks must be repaired and
damaged materials replaced before you start
sealing the crawlspace or they'll continue to get
worse and once the space is sealed, these
repairs will be much more difficult to address.
If you can smell it or see it, you have to remove it
and stop the source of water!
HOW TO:
• Inspect for suspect visible mold growth and
structural damage (indicated by sagging, soft
wood, discoloration).
Even without evidence of structural damage,
mold should be professionally assessed and
remediated (if needed) by contractors with
expertise in mold remediation who will comply
with the written scope of work from
the assessor.
VENTILATION
Ventilation and moisture control are the keys to
crawlspace management. Because crawlspaces
are directly connected to the outdoors, they are
at the mercy of the local climate. If the
combination of surface temperatures and air
moisture exceeds the dew point, condensation
will occur. Over several seasons of water on
wood, insulation, and other structures, bacteria
and mold can germinate, grow, reproduce, and
flourish

to

the

point

where

professional

remediation is required.
HOW TO:
• Note the number and location of vents to the
outdoors and whether they are open or blocked
• Assess if the ventilation is appropriate for
the climate.
Hot humid climates, for example, will have high
levels of moisture (humidity) in the outside air.
As it comes into the cooler crawlspace the
airborne moisture can condense on the cooler
surfaces. The liquid water can be sufficient to
germinate mold spores, reactivate dormant
mold growth, plus support higher populations of
bacteria,

insects,

rodents,

and

release

of

chemicals from the damaged building materials.
Consult your local building department, or
a reliable local contractor, for details about your
climate and ventilation requirements.
• If you are installing mechanical ventilation,
determine a location for the installation of a
HRV/ERV separate from one for the living space.

STEP 4:

REPAIR (IF NEEDED)
If the inspection of your crawlspace didn't reveal
anything in need of repair, you can skip this step.
If you did notice one or more issues, check
below for how to address them. It is important to
remedy things fully and correctly – otherwise,
your efforts to seal the space will be much
less effective.
INSULATION
Whether your crawlspace is dry, wet, or just
occasionally damp, it should be intact and
properly installed.
HOW TO:
• Insulation between the joists should be placed
with the vapor barrier (if there is one) towards
the warm side.
• Insulation on the sill plates is usually placed
with the vapor barrier (if there is one) towards
the wood in cold climates and away from the
wood in warm climates.
• Remove insulation that is discolored, stained,
or is wet or damp.
• Pull back insulation to make sure there is no
water damage, wood rot, or visible suspect mold
growth on posts, beams, and joists. Any damage
should be repaired or replaced.
• If insulation is not present then obtain bids
from contractors for proper type of insulation
and sufficient R-value for the structure and the
climate and install it.
ROTTEN WOOD AND WATER DAMAGE
Long-term moisture will rot wood structures
such as joists and support beams. Damaged
wood and other materials, need to be removed
and replaced properly.
This requires an assessment and repair by a
professional.

MOLD
Your crawlspace should be free of visible
suspect mold because it contributes to odors,
increased health risks, and is an indicator of
potential structural degradation.
HOW TO:
• Small areas of suspect visible mold growth
(about the size of sheet of paper) can usually be
cleaned.

On non-porous surfaces (like tile),

clean with a damp cloth and mild detergent. On
porous surfaces (like wood) you can remove
with careful hand sanding while holding a HEPA
vacuum nozzle.
• Larger or multiple areas of mold, especially on
porous surfaces, are best addressed by a
professional compliant with industry standards
(see below) and who will provide references, a
written scope of work, and a written guarantee.
—New York City Department of
Health Guidelines
ANSI-IICRC
Guide

S500

for

Standard

Professional

and

Reference

Water

Damage

—Restoration.
ANSI-IICRC S520 Standard and Reference Guide
—for Professional Mold Remediation.
TRAPS TO AVOID:
Mold testing is rarely needed. The type of mold
does not change the need to remove and does
not change how to remove. Air samples in
crawlspaces

are

mostly

irrelevant.

Surface

samples identify suspect visible, and do not
identify all locations. Simply remove the surface
mold, or hire a professional to assess Simply
remove the surface mold, or hire a professional
to assess the situation.
BE SAFE
Exposure to mold can cause a reaction, even if
you never had one previously. For people who
are particularly sensitive, even exposure to a
small quantity of mold can cause symptoms.
Use caution whenever you might be around
moldy areas. At the very least,

use a good

quality, tight-fitting mask with respiration and
try to ventilate the space.
DRAINAGE REPAIR
Crawlspaces should not have water flowing into
or through them. There should be no standing
water or muddy soil. If any of these conditions
are present then water is coming into the
crawlspace from outside, either from surface
water or water below the surface. The source of
the water needs to be identified and strategies
created to stop it. If it cannot be stopped then a
drainage system needs to be installed to move
the water away from, or out of, the crawlspace.
French drains (perimeter drains either inside or
outside the foundations walls) may be required,
supplemented by a sump pump to forcibly
remove water that doesn’t sufficiently drain
through the system. Professionals are required
to assess and remediate.

STEP 5:

SEAL THE DIRT FLOOR
To keep soil gasses and moisture from the earth
from entering the crawlspace, you need to install
a sealed moisture barrier. The barrier must cover
all the dirt, sand, gravel and rock in the crawl
space and physically attach with an air-tight seal
to the perimeter foundation, piers, wire,
and pipes.
CHOOSE THE RIGHT MOISTURE BARRIER
The purpose of the moisture barrier is to stop
the migration of moisture, water vapor, soil
gases,

odors,

bacteria,

mold,

and

other

contaminants into the crawlspace air from the
soil. Most membranes are designed for radon
mitigation where air is sucked through and out
from under the membrane. The ones that allow
some air to migrate through the membrane work
best for that application but are not a
moisture barrier.
HOW TO:
• Check that the membrane permeability rating
is less than 1.0.
• Make sure that the membrane is a moisture
barrier not a moisture retarder.
• Make sure that the membrane is puncture and
tear resistant, so that it isn't damaged when
there is routine maintenance in the crawlspace.
COVER THE ENTIRE DIRT FLOOR
The membrane must cover the entire dirt floor.
Any open spaces for any reason will create a
strong flow from under the membrane up into
the crawlspace air and eventually into the
breathing zone of the living space.
HOW TO:
• If you haven’t already done it, clear all storage
items and any debris (rocks, branches, and
anything too large to pass through a
garden rake.)
TAPE ALL SEAMS AND SEAL THE PERIMETER
All

seams

need

to

be

mechanically

attached/sealed to the foundation as does the
perimeter of the membrane. If not completely
sealed, slight pressures that build up under the
membrane can eventually push it away from the
foundation

wall,

allowing

the

accumulated

pollution to escape into the crawlspace air and
eventually into the breathing zone of the
living space.
HOW TO:
• Use Tapebond or equivalent on seams, piers,
blocks. Use thick non-toxic caulk between the
membrane and the foundation wall to fill in the
pores and the uneven surfaces. Spray adhesive
isn't thick enough.

• Mechanical pressure provided by solid wood or
u-shaped

metal

ramset

membrane-caulk-foundation

against
assembly

the
is

required to resist pressure buildup from below
the membrane. This applies to piers, footers, and
walls.

Ramsetting hangers or nails every few

feet is not sufficient.
• Physically attach to the perimeter foundation,
piers, wire, and pipes
• Ensure that all seams overlap a minimum of 4"
and

are

sealed

both

with

Tapebond

or

equivalent between the layers and four inch
appropriate tape to seal the exposed edge.
TRAPS TO AVOID
A common short cut is to overlap the seam by
two to three feet under the assumption that
moisture won’t migrate that far between the
layers. That assumption is incorrect! Tight
sealing, not overlapping is the key to a
sealed seam.
DEAL WITH WOOD AND METAL
PENETRATIONS CORRECTLY
Seal the dirt, not the wall. It is unnecessarily
costly and makes it difficult to inspect or repair
the foundation in the future.
HOW TO:
• Install membrane up to, but not above the top
of concrete walls and pads.
• Never wrap membrane around wood or steel
support.

This

will

result

in

moisture

accumulations that will corrode/rot the support.
It also allows a pathway for termites to get into
wood.
• The membrane can be extended vertically to
cover areas of seepage (a very small drip or
ooze of water) or air flow. However, if there is a
crack or evidence of more substantial water flow
that needs to be fixed rather than just covered
by the membrane.
• All penetrations, such as from support piers,
must

be

sealed

with

both

Tapebond

or

equivalent and mechanical pressure devices.
WATER LEAK SENSORS
Crawlspaces are out of sight and out of mind.
Water can flow through, condense, accumulate
and remain undetected for years. Water can be
detected with sensors to alert you to physically
check the conditions of the crawlspace. Install
on top of the membrane below areas with higher
potential for water accumulation such as below
water lines, drains, and near vents to the outside.

STEP 6:

AIR SEAL BETWEEN CRAWLSPACE
AND LIVING SPACE
To keep crawlspace air out of your living space,
you need to find and seal ALL of the air
pathways between the two spaces.
HOW TO:
• As described earlier, use indicator smoke to
find all air pathways between crawl space and
living space.
—Pull back insulation where necessary to find air
pathways around pipes and wires.
—Pay careful attention to the areas around
doorways or hatches into the crawlspace,
cutouts for vents to the outside or for a forced
air system, and ducts. If you have partial
basement with a crawlspace, check the opening
between them.
—Look for knots in plywood and the joints
between sheets of plywood that allow air to
pass through.
• Most air pathways can be effectively blocked
with non-toxic caulk, expanding foam or tape.
Sometimes larger holes can be sufficiently
blocked by tightly stuffing insulation into
the openings.
• If forced air ducting or the forced air system is
located

in

the

crawlspace,

then

use

high-temperature caulk or duct tape to seal all
corners, joints, connections, and seams. Also
seal all openings where the ducts penetrate the
floors and walls as these are rough cutouts that
often leave significant spaces between the
structure and the ducting.
TIP:
When

you

are

done

with

work

in

your

crawlspace, you may find that you need to deep
clean your house to remove the dust and grime
that circulated before all the pathways
were sealed.

STEP 7:

ADD ACTIVE OR MECHANICAL VENTILATION
(OPTIONAL, BUT STRONGLY RECOMMENDED)
Even though you've just sealed your dirt floor
and air sealed your crawlspace from the rest of
the house, you still need to manage ventilation in
your crawlspace. Sealing can do a tremendous
amount to improve your crawlspace air, but it
can't block everything, so ventilation is an
important final setp to control environmental
conditions that can lead to rot and
microbial growth.
There are two basic types of ventilation: natural
(also

called

mechanical

passive
(also

or

uncontrolled)

called

active).

and

Natural

ventilation is essentially the equivalent of
leaving a window or vent open and letting air
blow through and temperature and humidity
vary. In dry, mild climates natural ventilation can
be sufficient. But in hot/humid or damp
climates, it can cause damage and microbial
growth. Mechanical ventilation relies on ducts,
fans, and filters to circulate fresh air on a
controlled basis and can regulate temperature
and humidity minimizing the opportunity for
structural damage and microbial growth due to
dampness. For the purposes of ensuring good
air quality, we strongly recommend
mechanical ventilation.
HOW TO:
Once you decide on mechanical ventilation you
will have to make several choices: 1) what type of
equipment do you want - HRV (heat recovery
ventilation) or ERV (energy recovery ventilation)
and how do you want to install it - dedicate or
shared.

Which equipment and installation

method will work best for your particular
crawlspace requires a professional assessment
of the building structure in conjunction with the
climate but here is some information to get
you started:
1. Dedicated installation means that ventilation in
crawlspace is completely separate from the
living space.
• This is the gold standard of ventilation and,
along

with

proper

sealing,

ensures

that

crawlspace air can't move into the living space.
Because

absolute

sealing

is

not

easily

accomplished, it is still important to perform the
other the other steps in this manual.
2. Shared ventilation means that the ventilation
system uses conditioned air from the living
space with a system of controlled pressure
differentials and airflow pathways. A successful
installation requires:
•Negative

air

pressure

in

the

crawlspace

compared to the air pressure in the living space.
•An exhaust fan to create just enough airflow to
the outdoors to ensure no air will circulate back
into the living space.
• Designed vents in the ceiling of the crawlspace
with

size

and

placement

appropriate

for

conditioned air in the living space to circulate
into the crawlspace.
A NOTED ABOUT BUILDING CODES:
You may be told that mechanical ventilation is
not allowed by code. Many tradespeople and
building inspectors are unaware of additional
clause in the building code that specifically
allows for mechanical ventilation.

MAINTENACE
MANUAL

OVERVIEW
The Crawlspace Implementation Manual helped
you to identify and fix issues in your crawlspace.
But those changes won't last forever. Conditions
may change over time - you may have a season
of heavy rain or snow, notice pest damage, install
new appliances or other equipment, change your
landscaping or the direction of your sprinklers.
Ongoing maintenance is needed to ensure that
your crawlspace air stays healthy!
INSPECT THE BARRIER:
The moisture barrier over the soil floor is still
intact with no holes, punctures, tears and the
perimeter edges are still sealed air-tight against
the foundation and any structural penetrations.
Maintenance Action: Patch any holes, punctures,
and tears. If the perimeter edges are loose and
no longer sealed to the foundation wall, hire a
professional to complete the work.
INSPECT ROTTED WOOD:
Inspect all areas previously identified as rotted
wood that has not been replaced for continued
deterioration. Make sure there are no new areas
of damage.
Maintenance Action: If the rotted wood is
load-bearing or a structural support, you may
need a professional to assess the damage and
make recommendations for repair. You may also
need to get professional help if the damage is
the result of pests (like termites) or moisture, so
you can track down and fix th source.
INSPECT THE INSULATION:
The insulation should still be in good condition
with no mold growth, water marks, dirt, air
pathway markings, and is solidly intact.
Maintenance Action: Remove any insulation with
the above defects, then determine why the cause
of

the

problems.

This

usually

requires

a

professional.
INSPECT FOR MOISTURE:
Look for new or recurring areas of dampness,
condensation, flowing water, or evidence of
water damage. Look for any visible accumulation
under the vapor barrier.
Maintenance Action: If you are noticing areas or
evidence of dampness, you need to find out the
source and stop it. An inexpensive moisture
meter can often aid this process. Also, check to
make sure pumps and drains (if you have them)
are functioning properly.
INSPECT THE PREVIOUSLY FIXED LEAKS:
Inspect previously identified and fixed leaks to
ensure they continue remain so.
Maintenance Action: If previously known leaks
recur, or the repair has failed, you will most often
need a professional for help.
INSPECT FOR MOLD GROWTH:
Mold

growth

previously

removed

has

not

growth

has

returned and there are no new areas of
visible growth.
Maintenance

Action:

If

mold

returned, or there are new areas, then the
previous moisture control actions have failed.
You will need a professional to determine extent
and scope of moisture and area of growth.
INSPECT VENTILATION:
Venting remains closed or open according to
how it was previously established. Mechanical
Ventilation is working as designed.
Maintenance Action: The most common reason
for vents being inappropriately opened or closed
is the failure to make the necessary seasonal
changes. Reset the vents for the current season
and then adjust when the seasons change.

CHECKLIST

Ready to get started? Great! Take these two
pages with you as you work through each item in
the Implementation Manual so you don't miss
a step!
STEP 1: PROTECT
Wear a mask rated N95 or higher to
protect

yourself

from

mold

and

particulates.
Establish

airflow

crawlspace

to

control
regulate

in

the

negative

pressure
STEP 2: PREPARE
Remove

all

stored

contents

(yes,

everything!) so you can see the entire
crawlspace
Remove all debris that can
be raked up
STEP 3: INSPECT
Determine locations and sources of
moisture

in

the

soil

and

building

materials
Identify any areas of suspect visible
mold growth, rotting wood, and other
structural damage
Determine if any pests are present
STEP 4: REPAIR (IF NEEDED)
Remove visible mold and water stains
from wood surfaces following all mold
safety precautions
Install drainage and sump pumps if
necessary
WARNING!
You may encounter mold, pests, years
of accumulated pesticides, dirt, dust,
standing water and more when you
enter your crawlspace. Be prepared
when you go in with at least a face
mask (rated N95 or better) to limit your
exposure and resulting health effects.
STEP 5: SEAL THE DIRT FLOOR
Choose and install a true moisture
barrier that has: 1) ASTM rating of less
than 1.0 and 2) is puncture and tear
resistant.
Completely cover all the dirt, sand,
gravel and rock in the floor of the
crawlspace
Ensure an overlap of about 4" and tape
all the seams
Physically attach the barrier to the
foundation, piers, and footings to block
moisture and soil gasses from entering
crawlspace air.
Tightly seal all openings around wires
and pipes.

STEP 6: AIR SEAL BETWEEN
CRAWLSPACE AND LIVING SPACE
Use non-flamable indicator smoke to
find all air pathways between crawl
space and living space
Pull back insulation to find air pathways
around pipes and wires and to inspect
for suspect mold growth
Plug, cover and block the air pathways
using non-toxic foam, caulk or tape
Seal all corners, connections, seams,
and joints of forced air ductwork.
STEP 7: ADD ACTIVE OR
MECHANICAL VENTILATION
(OPTIONAL, BUT STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED)
You have several options for adding
active or mechanical ventilation to your
crawlspace.
If conditioned air from the house is
used for active ventilation, seal all of
the

existing

negative

crawlspace

pressure

can

vents
be

so

created

between the crawlspace air and the
living space air
If

outside

air

is

used

for

active

ventilation seal all but one vent for
cross-ventilation
If an HRV or ERV is used for mechanical
ventilation then the airflow must be
designed and installed according to
manufacturers specificatons.
STEP 8: VERIFY SUCCESS
Now that you’ve done all this hard
work, take a few minutes and make sure
you’ve been successful using the most
finely tuned instrument you have – your
body! If you can’t smell odors you
previously noticed or you and your
family aren’t reacting you’ve got your
crawlspace managed! hard return If you
want to double-check:
Spray a small amount of a scented
product

in

the

crawlspace,

while

someone stands in your living space.
Can’t smell it immediately in the house?
Success!

Pr i vacy Policy availab le at
h aywa rdsco re.co m/p r i vacy-policy

